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Abstract
We systematically study the large-qT (or small-b) matching of transverse momentum dependent (TMD) distributions to the twist-
2 integrated parton distributions. Performing operator product expansion for a generic TMD operator at the next-to-leading order
(NLO) we found the complete set of TMD distributions that match twist-2. These are unpolarized, helicity, transversity, pretzelosity
and linearly polarized gluon distributions. The NLO matching coefficients for these distributions are presented. The pretzelosity
matching coefficient is zero at the presented order, however, it is evident that it is non-zero in the following orders. This result offers
a natural explanation of the small value of pretzelosity found in phenomenological fits. We also demonstrate that the cancellation of
rapidity divergences by the leading order soft factor imposes the necessary requirement on the Lorentz structure of TMD operators,
which is supported only by the TMD distributions of leading dynamical twist. Additionally, this requirement puts restrictions on
the γ5-definition in the dimensional regularization.
1. Introduction
The transverse momentum dependent (TMD) factorization
theorems for semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS)
and Drell-Yan type processes formulated in [1, 2, 3, 4] allow
a consistent treatment of rapidity divergences in the definition
of spin (in)dependent TMD distributions. They also provide a
self-contained definition of TMD operators which can be con-
sidered individually by standard methods of quantum field the-
ory without referring to a scattering process. In particular, the
large-qT (or small-b) matching of TMD distributions on the cor-
responding integrated functions can be evaluated. Such con-
sideration is practically very important because the resulting
matching coefficients serve as an initial input to many mod-
els and phenomenological ansatzes for TMD distributions. The
unpolarized TMD distribution is the most studied case and it
has been treated using different regularization schemes at the
next-to-leading order (NLO) [1, 5, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8] and the next-
to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [9, 10, 11, 12]. For polarized
distributions such a program has been performed only for he-
licity, transversity and linearly polarized distributions at NLO
[13, 14]. However, these works miss a systematic discussion on
the relevant renormalization schemes, which are fundamental to
establish their calculation and to provide a spring to higher or-
der analysis. By this article we open a series of articles devoted
to the study of the small-b matching of polarized TMD distri-
butions. The primary goal of this letter is to provide a dedicated
and consistent study of the leading twist (twist-2) matching of
the TMD operators.
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The quark and gluon components of the generic TMD oper-
ators are
Φi j(x, b) =
∫
dλ
2π
e−ixp
+λq¯i (λn + b)W(λ, b)q j (0) , (1)
Φµν(x, b) =
1
xp+
∫
dλ
2π
e−ixp
+λF+µ (λn + b)W(λ, b)F+ν (0) ,
(2)
where n is the lightlike vector and we use the standard notation
for the lightcone components of vector vµ = nµv−+ n¯µv++gµν
T
vν
(with n2 = n¯2 = 0, n · n¯ = 1, and gµν
T
= gµν − nµn¯ν − n¯µnν). The
operatorW is
W(λ, b) = W˜Tn (λn + b)
∑
X
|X〉〈X|W˜T†n (0) , (3)
with Wilson lines W taken in the appropriate representation of
gauge group . The staple contour of the gauge link results in the
rapidity divergences, the unique feature of TMD operators. The
rapidity divergences are removed by the proper rapidity renor-
malization factor R, which is built from the TMD soft factor,
S (b) =
Trcolor
Nc
〈0|
[
S T†n S˜
T
n¯
]
(b)
[
S˜
T†
n¯ S
T
n
]
(0)|0〉, (4)
where S n and S˜ n¯ stand for soft Wilson lines along n and n¯
(for the precise definition of WT and S˜ T see e.g.[10]). The
structure of factor R follows from the TMD factorization the-
orem [1, 2, 4, 10, 3] and depends on the rapidity regularization
scheme. However, the expressions for rapidity-divergence-free
quantities, such as evolution kernels and matching coefficients
are independent on the scheme. In the following we use the δ-
regularization scheme formulated in [15, 10]. This scheme uses
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the infinitesimal parameter δ as a regulator for rapidity diver-
gences in combination with the usual dimensional regulariza-
tion (with d = 4 − 2ǫ, ǫ > 0) for ultraviolet and collinear diver-
gences. Such combination appears to be very visual and practi-
cally convenient. The central statement of the TMD factoriza-
tion theorem is the complete elimination of rapidity divergences
by the rapidity renormalization factor R. In the δ-regularization
scheme where R = 1/
√
S (b), the rapidity divergences take the
form of ln δ and do not mix with divergences in ǫ, which yield
the exact cancellation of ln δ at finite ǫ. This non-trivial de-
mand is necessary for a consistent higher-then-NLO evaluation
and requires the matching of regularizations for different field
modes (see [10]). It also results into the correspondence be-
tween TMD processes and the jet production [16].
The hadron matrix elements of the TMD operators with open
vector and spinor indices (1,2) are to be decomposed over all
possible Lorentz variants, which define TMD parton distribu-
tion functions (TMDPDFs). In the literature, this decompo-
sition has been made in the momentum space (for spin-1/2
hadrons it can be found in [17, 18] (for quark operators) and
in [19] (for gluon operators)). However, it is convenient to con-
sider TMD distributions in the impact parameter space, where
it is naturally defined. The correspondence between decompo-
sition in momentum and impact parameter spaces can be found
in e.g.[20, 14]. In this work we need only a part of the complete
decomposition,
Φq←h,i j(x, b) = 〈h|Φi j(x, b)|h〉 = 1
2
(
f1γ
−
i j + g1LS L(γ5γ
−)i j (5)
+ (S
µ
T
iγ5σ
+µ)i jh1 + (iγ5σ
+µ)i j
(
g
µν
T
2
+
bµbν
b2
)
S ν
T
2
h⊥1T + ...
)
,
Φg←h,µν(x, b) = 〈h|Φµν(x, b)|h〉 (6)
=
1
2
(
− gµν
T
f
g
1
− iǫµν
T
S Lg
g
1L
+ 2h
⊥g
1
(
g
µν
T
2
+
bµbν
b2
)
+ ...
)
,
where the vector bµ is a 4-dimensional vector of the impact pa-
rameter (b+ = b− = 0 and −b2 ≡ b2 > 0), and S T,L are com-
ponents of the hadron spin vector defined in Eq.(11). On the
r.h.s. of Eqs. (5,6) and in the rest of the letter we omit argu-
ments of TMD distributions (x, b), unless they are necessary.
Note that in Eq. (5) we use the normalization for the distribu-
tion h⊥
1T
different from the traditional one [17]. The traditional
definition can be recovered substituting h⊥
1T
→ h⊥
1T
b
2M2, with
M being the mass of hadron. In the section 4 we argue that such
normalization is natural.
In Eqs.(5,6) we write only the TMD distributions that match
the twist-2 integrated distributions. The dots include the TMD
distributions that match the twist-3 and higher parton distribu-
tion functions (PDF). The reported distributions are usually ad-
dressed as helicity (g1L and g
g
1L
), transversity (h1), pretzelos-
ity (h⊥
1T
) and linearly polarized gluon (h
⊥g
1
) distributions. The
small-bmatching of these distributions has been performed sep-
arately for quarks [13] and gluons [14] in different renormal-
ization schemes. Furthermore, the pretzelosity distribution has
been overlooked by these groups. In this letter, we present a
uniform and consistent NLO matching of these TMD distribu-
tions.
2. Small-b operator product expansion
The small-b operator product expansion (OPE) is the relation
between TMD operators and lightcone operators. Its leading
order can be written as
Φi j(x, b) = (7)[ (
Cq←q(b)
)ab
i j
⊗ φab
]
(x) +
[ (
Cq←g(b)
)αβ
i j
⊗ φαβ
]
(x) + ...,
Φµν(x, b) = (8)[ (
Cg←q(b)
)ab
µν
⊗ φab
]
(x) +
[ (
Cg←g(b)
)αβ
µν
⊗ φαβ
]
(x) + ...,
where symbol ⊗ denotes the Mellin convolution in the variable
x. The functions C(b) are dimensionless, i.e. they depend on b
only logarithmically. The dots represent the power suppressed
contributions, which presently have been studied only for the
unpolarized case (see discussion in [21]). At this order of OPE,
the functions φ(x) are the formal limit of the TMD operators
Φ(x, 0). The hadronic matrix elements of φ are the PDFs
φq←h,i j(x) = 〈h|φi j(x)|h〉 (9)
=
1
2
(
fq(x)γ
−
i j + ∆ fq(x)S L(γ5γ
−)i j
+(S
µ
T
iγ5σ
+µ)i jδ fq(x)
)
+ O
(
M
p+
)
,
φg←h,µν(x) = 〈h|φµν(x)|h〉 (10)
=
1
2
(
−gµν
T
fg(x) − iǫµνT S L∆ fg
)
+ O
(
M
p+
)
,
where M is the mass of hadron, S L and S T are the components
of the hadron spin vector
S µ = S L
(
p+
M
n¯µ − M
2p+
nµ
)
+ S
µ
T
, (11)
and ǫ
µν
T
= ǫ+−µν = nαn¯βǫαβµν. For future convenience we intro-
duce the universal notation
Φ[Γ]q =
Tr(ΓΦ)
2
, Φ[Γ]g = Γ
µνΦµν. (12)
Both sides of Eq. (7,8) should be supplemented by the ultravio-
let renormalization constants. Additionally, the TMD operator
on the l.h.s. is to be multiplied by the rapidity renormalization
factor R. The renormalized TMD operator has the form
Φren(x, b; µ, ζ) = Z(µ, ζ |ǫ)R(b, µ, ζ |ǫ, δ)Φ(x, b|ǫ, δ), (13)
where we explicitly show the dependence on regularization pa-
rameters on the r.h.s.. The dependence on ǫ and δ cancels in
the product. The renormalization factors are independent on
the Lorentz structure but dependent on parton flavor. The ex-
plicit expressions for these factors up to NNLO can be found in
[10, 15].
The cancellation of rapidity divergences for the spin-
dependent distributions is a non-trivial statement. Let us con-
sider the small-b OPE for a generic TMD quark operator. At
2
one loop we find
Φ[Γ]q = Γ
abφab + asCFB
ǫΓ(−ǫ)
[
(14)
− (γ+γ−Γ + Γγ−γ+)ab + x¯
g
αβ
T
2
− b
αbβ
4B
ǫ
 (γµγαΓγβγµ)ab
+
(
1
(1 − x)+ − ln
(
δ
p+
)) (
γ+γ−Γ + Γγ−γ+ +
iǫγ+6 bΓ
2B
+
iǫΓ6 bγ+
2B
)ab
− iπ
2
(
γ+γ−Γ − Γγ−γ+ + iǫγ
+6 bΓ
2B
− iǫΓ6 bγ
+
2B
)ab ]
⊗ φab + O(a2s),
where B = b2/4 > 0, as = g
2/(4π)d/2, and we use the standard
PDF notation, [ f (x)]+ = f (x) − δ(x¯)
∫
dy f (y) and x¯ = 1 − x.
In this expression, we omit the gluon operator contribution for
simplicity. The complex term in the last line of Eq. (14) is the
artifact of δ-regularization. The logarithm of δ represents the
rapidity divergence which is to be eliminated by the factor R
which at this perturbative order reads
R = 1 + 2asCFB
ǫΓ(−ǫ)
×
(
L√ζ + 2 ln
(
δ
p+
)
− ψ(−ǫ) − γE
)
+ O(a2s), (15)
where LX = ln
(
BX2e2γE
)
. The rapidity divergence cancels in
the product RΦ if and only if
γ+Γ = Γγ+ = 0 , (16)
yielding
RΦ[Γ]q = Γ
abφab + asCFB
ǫΓ(−ǫ) (17)
×
[ (
−4 + 4
(1 − x)+ + 2δ(x¯)(L
√
ζ − ψ(−ǫ) − γE)
)
Γab
+x¯
g
αβ
T
2
− b
αbβ
4B
ǫ
 (γµγαΓγβγµ)ab] ⊗ φab + O(a2s) .
The cancellation of rapidity divergences is the fundamental pre-
requisite to obtain the matching coefficients of the renormalized
operator Φ and φ.
The conditions analogue to Eq. (16) for the gluon operator
are
Γ+µ = Γ−µ = Γµ+ = Γµ− = 0. (18)
They follow from OPE for a generic gluon TMD operator Φµν
similar to Eq. (14), which we do not present here, since it is
rather lengthy and not instructive. The conditions in Eq. (16,18)
are satisfied only for the following Lorentz structures
Γq = {γ+, γ+γ5, σ+µ}, Γg = {gµν
T
, ǫ
µν
T
, bµbν/b2}, (19)
which exactly correspond to the Lorentz structures for the so
called “leading dynamical twist” TMD distributions. In this
way, the relations Eq. (16,18) provide a definition of the leading
dynamical twist for TMD operators that can be used with no ref-
erence to a particular cross-section. On the other hand, our con-
sideration shows that TMD operators of non-leading dynamical
twist have rapidity singularities that are not canceled by the soft
factor in Eq. (4). While we have no knowledge of a calculation
of the correction to the leading order of TMD factorization, our
finding demonstrates that it has a different structure of rapidity
divergences (which can spoil the factorization). The relation in
Eq. (16) will be used in the next section to fix the definition of
γ5 in the dimensional regularization.
In order to calculate the matching coefficients, we consider
the quark and gluon matrix elements with the momentum of
parton set to pµ = p+n¯µ. This choice of kinematic is allowed
for consideration of twist-2 contribution only (which is the case
of this article). Then, the calculations are greatly simplified.
In particular, the perturbative corrections to the parton matrix
element of φ’s are zero, due to the absence of a scale in the di-
mensional regularization. Therefore, such matrix elements are
equal to their renormalization constant, i.e. has not finite in ǫ-
terms. In practice, it implies that the matching coefficient is
the ǫ-finite part of the parton matrix element of the renormal-
ized TMD operator (13). The evaluation of OPE for a general
Lorentz structure (as in Eq. (17)) is not very representative be-
cause one needs only the components associated with the TMD-
PDFs. Therefore, we project out the required components and
present the expressions for each particular distribution.
3. Helicity distribution
In the case of helicity distributions the Lorentz structures for
quark and gluon operators are
Γ = γ+γ5, Γµν = iǫ
µν
T
. (20)
The corresponding “orthogonal” projectors are
Γ = Nsch. γ
−γ5
2
, Γ
µν
= iNsch.
ǫ
µν
T
2
, (21)
where the factor Nsch. depends on the definition of γ5 ma-
trix in dimensional regularization. Historically the most pop-
ular schemes (for QCD calculations) are ’t Hooft-Veltman-
Breitenlohner-Maison (HVBM) [22, 23], and Larin scheme
[24, 25]. In both schemes the combination γ+γ5 can be pre-
sented as
γ+γ5 =
i
3!
ǫ+ναβγνγαγβ, (22)
where ǫµναβ is the antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor. The differ-
ence between schemes is hidden in the definition of Levi-Civita
tensor. In HVBM the ǫµναβ is defined only for 4-dimensional
set of indices. I.e. ǫµναβ = 1 if {µναβ} is even permutation of
{0, 1, 2, 3}, ǫµναβ = −1 if the permutation is odd, and ǫµναβ = 0
for any another case. In Larin scheme the ǫ-tensor is non-
zero for all set of d-dimensional indices. The value of indi-
vidual components are undefined, however, the product of two
ǫ-tensors is defined, ǫµ1ν1α1β1ǫµ2ν2α2β2 = −gµ1µ2gν1ν2gα1α2gβ1β2 +
gµ1ν2gν1µ2gα1α2gβ1β2 − .., where the dots mean all 4! permutations
of indices with alternating signs.
The drawback of both schemes is the violation of Adler-
Bardeen theorem for the non-renormalization of the axial
anomaly. This must be fixed by an extra finite renormalization
3
constant Z5qq, derived from an external condition, see detailed
discussion in [24, 26, 27]. The NNLO calculation of polarized
deep-inelastic-scattering and Drell-Yan process in refs.[26, 27]
made in (HVBM) have shown that the finite renormalization is
required only for the the quark-to-quark part (both singlet and
non-singlet cases). The same finite renormalization constant
can be used for Larin scheme up to ǫ-singular terms at NNLO
[28]. However, it seems that for higher order terms (in ǫ or in
the coupling constant) the constant should be modified [28].
Needless to say, that Larin scheme is far more convenient
then HVBM, because it does not violate Lorentz invariance.
However, Larin scheme, as it is originally formulated and used
in the modern applications [28], is inapplicable for TMD cal-
culations. The point is that it does violate the definition of the
leading dynamical twist Eq. (16). Indeed, in the Larin scheme
we have
γ+Γ = γ+
(
γ+γ5
)
Larin
=
i
3!
ǫ+ναβγ+γνγαγβ , 0, (23)
because there is a contribution when all indices {ναβ} are trans-
verse. Note, that in HVBM scheme there is not such problem,
since in the 4-dimensional ǫ+ναβ, one of the indices is necessar-
ily ”−”. To ensure the existence of Eq. (16) we perform a light
modification of Larin scheme, and call it Larin+ scheme. We
define
(γ+γ5)Larin+ =
iǫ+−αβ
2!
γ+γαγβ =
iǫ
αβ
T
2!
γ+γαγβ. (24)
The ǫT -tensor is d-dimensional, and for calculations it should
be supplemented by the relation
ǫ
α1β1
T
ǫ
α2β2
T
= −gα1α2
T
g
β1β2
T
+ g
α1β2
T
g
β1α2
T
. (25)
In the case the ǫ-tensor is 4-dimensional, the definition Eq. (24)
coincides with HVBM. The normalization factors presented in
the Eq. (21) are
Nsch. =
{
1 HVBM,
(1 − ǫ)−1(1 − 2ǫ)−1 Larin+. (26)
The NLO calculation is straightforward and parallel to un-
polarized calculation, which is presented in details in [10]. We
write the matching onto integrated distribution as
RΦ
[γ+γ5]
q = ∆Cq←q ⊗ φ[γ
+γ5]
q + ∆Cq←g ⊗ φ[ǫT ]g
RΦ
[ǫ
T
]
g = ∆Cg←q ⊗ φ[γ
+γ5]
q + ∆Cg←g ⊗ φ[ǫT ]g (27)
where
∆Cq←q = δ(x¯) + asCF
{
2BǫΓ(−ǫ)
[ 2
(1 − x)+ − 2
+ x¯(1 + ǫ)Hsch. + δ(x¯)
(
L√ζ − ψ(−ǫ) − γE
) ]}
ǫ-finite
,
∆Cq←g = asCF
{
2BǫΓ(−ǫ)
[
x − x¯Hsch.
]}
ǫ-finite
,
∆Cg←q = asCF
{
2BǫΓ(−ǫ)
[
1 + x¯Hsch.
]}
ǫ-finite
,
∆Cg←g = δ(x¯) + asCA
{
2BǫΓ(−ǫ)1
x
[ 2
(1 − x)+ − 2 (28)
− 2x2 + 2xx¯Hsch. + δ(x¯)
(
L√ζ − ψ(−ǫ) − γE
) ]}
ǫ-finite
,
where the subscript ”ǫ-finite” implies the removal of ǫ-singular
terms, as discussed in the end of sec.2. The coefficient Hsch.
accumulates the difference between schemes,
Hsch. =

1 + 2ǫ HVBM,
1 + ǫ
1 − ǫ Larin
+.
(29)
One can see that the expressions within HVBM and Larin+
schemes coincide up to ǫ-suppressed parts.
In the regime of large-qT , the TMD factorization reproduces
the collinear factorization. Therefore, it is natural to normal-
ize the helicity TMDPDF such that at large-qT it reproduces the
cross-section for polarized Drell-Yan, which in turn is normal-
ized onto cross-section of unpolarized Drell-Yan process [27].
The TMD equivalent of this statement is the requirement of
equality between helicity and unpolarizedmatching coefficients
[
Z5qq(b) ⊗ ∆Cq←q(b)
]
(x) = Cq←q(x, b). (30)
The constant Z5qq is universal, in the sense that it is independent
on the rapidity regularization scheme. We find the following
finite renormalization constant for the TMD matching
Z5qq = δ(x¯) + 2asCFB
ǫΓ(−ǫ) (1 − ǫ − (1 + ǫ)Hsch.) x¯. (31)
Note, that HVBM version of Z5qq coincides with the NLO part
of the one presented in [27] up to logarithmic terms (which are
dependent on the kinematics of process) .
Concluding the section we present the expressions for the
helicity TMD distribution in the regime of small-b
g1L(x, b) = [∆Cq←q(b) ⊗ ∆ fq](x) + [∆Cq←g(b) ⊗ ∆ fg](x) + O(b2),
g
g
1L
(x, b) = [∆Cg←q(b) ⊗ ∆ fq](x) + [∆Cg←g(b) ⊗ ∆ fg](x) + O(b2),
(32)
where the matching coefficients are taken in the limit ǫ → 0,
∆Cq←q ≡ Cq←q = δ(x¯) + asCF
(
− 2Lµ∆pqq + 2x¯
+ δ(x¯)
(
−L2µ + 2Lµlζ − ζ2
) )
+ O(a2s),
∆Cq←g = asTF
(
−2Lµ∆pqg + 4x¯
)
+ O(a2s),
∆Cg←q = asCF
(
−2Lµ∆pgq − 4x¯
)
+ O(a2s),
∆Cg←g = δ(x¯) + asCA
(
− 2Lµ∆pgg − 8x¯
+ δ(x¯)
(
−L2µ + 2Lµlζ − ζ2
) )
+ O(a2s), (33)
with lζ = ln µ
2/ζ. The functions ∆p are the combination of
helicity evolution kernel (which can be found e.g. in [28]) and
4
the TMD anomalous dimension. They are
∆pqq(x) =
2
(1 − x)+ − 1 − x,
∆pqg(x) = 2x − 1, ∆pgq(x) = 2 − x,
∆pgg(x) =
2
(1 − x)+ + 2 − 4x. (34)
The coefficients∆Cq←q and ∆Cq←g have been evaluated in [13].
Our expressions agree with ones presented in [13] apart of
ζ2 term in ∆Cq←q. This disagreement is the result of differ-
ent renormalization schemes. We use the conventional MS
scheme with eǫγE factor, while MS-scheme of [13] is defined
with Γ−1(1 + ǫ) factor. The coefficients ∆Cg←q and ∆Cg←g have
been evaluated in [14]. Our expressions agree with expressions
presented in the erratum of Ref.[14].
4. Transversity and pretzelosity distributions
The spinor structure for the transversity TMD operator is
usually addressed as Γ = iγ5σ
+µ = ǫ
µν
T
σ+ν/2, where to ob-
tain the last equality we used that index µ is transverse. This
definition is scheme dependent just as the helicity case. How-
ever, since there is no mixture with the gluons at the leading
twist, the common practice is to eliminate the γ5 or ǫT from the
definition of operator. Thus we consider Γ = σ+µ. The small-b
expansion takes the form
RΦ[σ
+µ]
q =
{
δ(x¯)g
µν
T
+ 2asCFB
ǫΓ(−ǫ)
[
(35)
g
µν
T
(
2
(1 − x)+ − 2 + δ(x¯)(L
√
ζ − ψ(−ǫ) − γE)
)
− 2ǫ2 x¯ b
µbν
b2
]}
⊗ φ[σ+ν]q .
Comparing this expression with the parameterization Eq. (5)
we observe that both the transversity distribution and the pret-
zelosity distributions have the leading twist-2 matching on the
integrated transversity PDF.
The transversity and pretzelosity distribution matching coef-
ficients, respectively δCq←q and δ⊥Cq←q, are defined as
RΦ[σ
+µ]
q = g
µν
T
δCq←q ⊗ φ[σ+ν]q (36)
+
(
bµbν
b2
+
g
µν
T
2(1 − ǫ)
)
δ⊥Cq←q ⊗ φ[σ+ν]q ,
where the factor (1 − ǫ) in the pretzelosity vector structure is
necessary to support its tracelessness in dimensional regular-
ization.
Comparing expressions (36) with (35) we obtain
δCq←q = δ(x¯) + asCF
{
2BǫΓ(−ǫ)
[ 2
(1 − x)+ − 2 (37)
+ x¯
ǫ2
1 − ǫ + δ(x¯)
(
L√ζ − ψ(−ǫ) − γE
) ]}
ǫ-finite
.
It results to the following small-b expression for the transversity
TMD PDF
h1(x, b) =
[
δCq←q(b) ⊗ δ fq
]
(x) + O(b2), (38)
with the matching coefficient
δCq←q = δ(x¯) + asCF
(
− 2Lµδpqq (39)
+ δ(x¯)
(
−L2µ + 2Lµlζ − ζ2
) )
+ O(a2s).
The δpqq is the combination of the transversity evolution kernel
(see e.g.[29, 30]) and TMD anomalous dimension. It is
δpqq(x) =
2
(1 − x)+ − 2. (40)
This expression coincides with the one calculated in [13] up to
ζ2 term (which is absent in [13] due to the usage of a different
form of MS-scheme).
The matching coefficient of the pretzelosity distribution at
finite ǫ is
δ⊥Cq←q = −4asCFBǫΓ(−ǫ)x¯ǫ2. (41)
Here, we can appreciate the consistent and natural counting of
the normalization of the pretzelosity provided by Eq. (5). We
also observe that at this order of perturbation theory the match-
ing coefficient is proportional to ǫ, i.e. zero. Nonetheless, the
ǫ-suppressed part will reveal at NNLO, and provide a non-zero
contribution. Therefore, we conclude
h⊥1T (x, b) =
[
δ⊥Cq←q(b) ⊗ δ fq
]
(x) + O(b2) =[ (
0 + O(a2s)
)
⊗ δ fq
]
(x) + O(b2). (42)
This result coincides with the estimation made in [18]. Accord-
ing to Eq. (42), the pretzelosity distribution is suppressed nu-
merically. This observation is indeed supported by the measure-
ments of sin(3φh − φS )-asymmetries by HERMES and COM-
PASS, see e.g.[31] and references within. We also mention that
it is not possible to obtain the small-b matching at the helic-
ity distribution. The helicity distribution as a part of pretzelos-
ity distribution is suggested by various model calculations (see
[32] and references within).
5. Linearly polarized gluon
The linearly polarized gluon distribution at small-b matches
the unpolarized gluon distribution. The matching of the gluon
TMD operator to the unpolarized distribution has the form
RΦ
µν
g =
(
bµbν
b2
+
g
µν
T
2(1 − ǫ)
) (
δLCg←g ⊗ φ[gT ]g (43)
+ δLCg←q ⊗ φ[γ
+]
q
)
+ ... ,
where dots represent terms proportional to g
µν
T
and ǫ
µν
T
, i.e. the
parts which contribute to the matching of unpolarized and he-
licity distributions.
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The coefficients δLC are1
δLCg←g =
(
+ 4asCAB
ǫΓ(−ǫ) x¯
x
ǫ
)
ǫ-finite
.
δLCg←q =
(
+ 4asCFB
ǫΓ(−ǫ) x¯
x
ǫ
)
ǫ-finite
. (44)
Note that there is not rapidity nor renormalization group evolu-
tion, which appears at the next perturbative order.
Finally, we obtain following small-b expression for the lin-
early polarized gluon TMDPDF
h
⊥g
1
(x, b) = (45)
[δLCg←q(b) ⊗ fq](x) + [δLCg←g(b) ⊗ fg](x) + O(b2),
where
δLCg←g = −4asCA x¯
x
+ O(a2s), (46)
δLCg←q = −4asCF x¯
x
+ O(a2s). (47)
6. Conclusions
In this letter, we have provided complete discussion on the
matching of transverse momentum dependent (TMD) distribu-
tions to the twist-2 integrated distributions in the regime of
small-b (or equivalently, large-qT ). To perform the matching
we have evaluated the operator product expansion (OPE) of a
generic TMD operator near the light-cone.
As a practical outcome, we derive the complete set of NLO
TMD matching coefficients of the twist-2 parton distributions
evaluated uniformly at finite ǫ. The TMD distributions that
have non-zero matching are helicity (g1L, g
g
1L
), transvesity (h1),
pretzelosity (h⊥
1T
) and linearly polarized gluon (h
⊥g
1
) distribu-
tions (we do not include the unpolarized TMD distribution in
the consideration because it has been considered in many arti-
cles. The evaluation performed using the same regularization as
this paper can be found in [10]). The most part of the coefficient
functions have been evaluated separately for quarks and gluons
by different groups [13, 14]. We agree with their evaluations
(taking into account that in ref.[13], different renormalization
scheme has been used).
The evaluation of OPE for a generic TMD operator reveals
the conditionwhich should be satisfied in ordermatch the rapid-
ity divergences of a TMD operator and the leading order TMD
soft factor Eq. (4). The conditions presented in Eqs. (16,18)
restrict the Lorentz structure of the TMD operators. The TMD
distributions whose operator meet these conditions, are known
as TMD distributions of leading dynamical twist. In this way,
we demonstrate that the next-to-leading-dynamical-twist con-
tributions to the TMD factorization theorem (i.e. the power
suppressed contributions to the TMD cross-section) necessar-
ily have a different structure of rapidity divergences.
We also provide discussion on the schemes of γ5 and ǫT -
definition in the dimensional regularization, which has been
1We thank M. Diehl for pointing out a sign typo in eq. (44, 46, 47) in the
previous version of the paper.
skipped by the previous authors. We have shown that the def-
inition of γ5 suggested by the popular Larin scheme [24] does
not support the condition of the leading dynamical twist, and
thus, it is inapplicable in TMD calculations. We suggest an up-
dated version of Larin scheme (Larin+ scheme Eq. (24)), which
supports the condition and has simpler properties than the tra-
ditional one. Our calculation has been performed in Larin+
and HVBM [22, 23] schemes. At NLO the difference between
schemes arises only in the ǫ-suppressed terms. We argue about
the normalization of the distributions and derive the finite renor-
malization constant (31) for TMD helicity distributions in both
schemes.
The evaluation of the matching has been performed at finite-
ǫ. The ǫ-suppressed terms, although do not contribute directly
to NLO, contribute to higher perturbative orders (see e.g. dis-
cussion in [10]). The pretzelosity distribution (considered here
for the first time) has ǫ-suppressed matching coefficient, which
indicates that it has non-zero matching coefficient to transver-
sity distribution at NNLO Eq. (42). This offers a natural expla-
nation of the smallness of this distribution in phenomenological
analyses [31]. The complete ǫ-dependent expressions and the
general analyses performed in this work open the path to the
NNLO evaluation of polarized TMD distributions.
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